
SITREP#1 VISUAL

LOCATION RESPONSE

Date: Tuesday 21st May, 1025.

Incident: At 0600 AWST, MT Aratoma sank 9nm south of the western point of Rottnest Isl, 
following a fire at sea causing extensive cargo damage.  The vessel now lies within 10nm of the 
coast of WA, in 60m of water within the WA cray fishery. 

Situation: The vessels contains 2200m2 of Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO - 380m2 in bunkers), with 
additional lube oils and fuels carried within the 2000 cars carried as cargo. All crew abandoned 
the vessel on Sunday 19th and were recovered by helo. The vessel has drifted closer to the WA 
coastline in heavy seas, despite efforts to secure tugs and response vessels alongside. 

HFO has been observed on the sea surface, initially coming from ruptured fuel tanks and 
further following forceful contact with the ocean floor. Authorities in the region are preparing 
for the worst: 2,200 tons of heavy fuel from Aratoma spilling out into the ocean, spreading out 
into a patch about 10 kilometres long and a kilometre wide, steadily towards the pristine 
shores of the Perth coastline. 

The seas are rough and the wind is a westerly @ 25-35 kts.
Visual observation 19th May 2019

You are the Incident Controller for this response – answer the following; 

Situational Awareness
1. Choose your method for further Monitoring & 
Surveillance:
a. Satellite Imagery,
b. Aerial observation (via helicopter),
c. Vessel observation,
d. Trajectory plotting,
e. All of the above. 

Initial Actions
2. Declare a Level (Tier) of spill?
a. Declare a Level I spill response
b. Declare a Level II spill response
c. Declare a Level III spill response

Response Strategies 
3. You will mobilise resources to support which of 
the following response strategies;
a. Aerial dispersant stock and assets,
b. Equipment and vessels for offshore and 

nearshore containment & recovery,
c. Seek in-situ burning providers,
d. Shoreline clean up and assessment teams,
e. All of the above. 

Health & Safety

4. Do you...
a.      Declare a Search and Rescue?
b.      Engage a salvor?
c.      Create a nautical exclusion zone?
d.      Create an aerial exclusion zone?
e.      All of the above. 


